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2nd Annual QB3-CDD Community Meeting Schedule 
 

8AM  - Register Opens: Socialize over bagels and coffee 

8:30-9:30AM - CDD System Training lead by Kellan Gregory Audio 

9:30-10:00  - Symposium Registration: Meet participants over coffee 

10:00AM  - Symposium Welcome: Barry Bunin (CDD) Audio | Slides 
 

10:05-10:30  - Repurposing approved clinical drugs for protozoan diseases 

 David Sullivan, MD, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health 
    

10:30-10:55  - Data Management in an Academic Drug Discovery Program 

 Fred Buckner MD, University of Washington, Department of Medicine  

10:55-11:20  - A ‘Broad’ View of Translational Research at the Stanley Center 

 Janice Kranz, PhD, Stanley Center for Psychiatric Research, Broad Institute of MIT 
 

11:20-11:40 - Short Break with Poster Viewing in Lobby and Rooms A & B 
 

11:40-12:05 - Novel drugs for schistosomiasis: establishment of a medium-throughput 

whole-organism screen at UCSF 

 Conor Caffrey, PhD, Sandler Center, University of California San Francisco 

12:05-12:30PM - Computational Drug Discovery: Integrating A Collaborative Database 

 Sean Ekins, PhD, Collaborations in Chemistry & UMDNJ 
 

12:30-1:25PM – Lunch & Poster Viewing in Lobby and Rooms A & B 
 

1:25-1:50        - High Quality Compound Libraries Inspired by Nature 

 Andrea Altieri, PhD, ASINEX Corporation 

1:50-2:00        - High Throughput Screening as a Research Tool 

 Robert Damoiseaux, PhD, UCLA Molecular Screening Shared Resource Center 

2:00-2:10 - Using Chemical Genomics to explore the HER-kinase axis in Prostate Cancer 

Anjali Jain, PhD, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center & UCLA 

2:10-2:20 - High throughput screen to discover inhibitors of brain cancer stem cells  

Koppany Visnyei, MD, PhD, Crump Institute for Molecular Imaging, UCLA 
 

2:20-2:45        - Panel #1: What makes collaborations successful within and between groups?  

Adam Renslo (UCSF), Robert Damoiseaux (UCLA), Nadine Gassner (UCSC) 
  

2:45-3:10        - Beverage Break with Poster Viewing in Lobby and Rooms A & B 
 

3:10-3:35        - CDD Community Software Vision and Roadmap 

 Moses Hohman, PhD, Head of Software, Collaborative Drug Discovery  
 

3:35-3:45        - What are foundations looking for from academic researchers? 

 Victoria Hale, PhD, Founder, OneWorld Health 

3:45-3:55        - What are foundations looking for from academic researchers? 

 Catherine Ley, PhD, Director of Virtual Biotech Collaborations, CollabRx  
 

http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/00_Kellan.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/0_Bunin(CDD-Intro)_Audio_100708.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/0_Bunin(CDD)_Welcome-Intro_7-Oct-2008.pdf
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3:55-4:25      - Keynote #1:  Financing Biomedical Innovation from academia to the market:  

From FluMIst™ to Priority Review Vouchers and other stories 

J. Leighton Read, MD, Alloy Ventures 

4:25-4:55 - Keynote #2: How CDD is helping the MRF Accelerate Validation and Drug 

Discovery for Novel Targets in the CNS* 
Russell "Rusty" Bromley, COO, Myelin Repair Foundation  

* Held for Time 
 

4:55-5:25        - Panel #2: What are Foundations looking for from Academic researchers? 

Victoria Hale (OneWorld Health Founder) 

Rusty Bromley (MRF-COO),  

Leighton Read (Alloy Ventures) 

Catherine Ley (CollabRx),  

Wells Whitney (Lung Cancer Foundation) 
 

5:25-5:30        - Wrap-up & Planning for 3
rd

 Annual Meeting 

5:30-6:30        - Wine & Cheese Reception with Poster Viewing in Lobby and Rooms A & B  

Drawing and Best Poster Announcements 

 The Poster Winner was Ruiwu Liu from UC Davis (rwliu67@yahoo.com). 

Identification of a novel iodo-compound as a potential amyloid imaging 

agent for Alzheimer’s disease. Link to Abstract 

 The Drawing Winner was Sheng Liang (liasheng@gmail.com) 

mailto:rwliu67@yahoo.com
mailto:liasheng@gmail.com
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Speaker and Moderator Biographies and Abstracts 

 

David J. Sullivan, MD 

Associate Professor, Department of Molecular Microbiology and Immunology  

Johns Hopkins University Bloomberg School Public Health  

615 N. Wolfe St. Room E5628  

Baltimore, MD 21205  

Telephone: (410) 502-2522  

Fax: (410) 955-0105  

Email: dsulliva@jhsph.edu 

 

Repurposing approved clinical drugs for protozoan diseases 

Audio | Slides 

Biography 

My main research interest is malaria, more specifically the molecular biology of metals and how 

the quinolines interfere with heme iron sequestration into heme crystals called hemozoin. The 

laboratory is also investigating the Plasmodium biology of copper and zinc. Present and 

developing work includes new uses for existing drugs with creation of a library of more than 

1,800 FDA approved drugs for which we have screened for antimalarial cellular activity. Two 

additional organismal areas include the pathogenesis of cerebral malaria with a coincubation of 

P. falciparum with a human brain endothelial model in order to study effects on endothelium and 

the pathogenesis of mother to child transmission of HIV in the setting of placental malaria. On 

the population level, the laboratory is investigating new malaria diagnostics based on detection 

of hemozoin in the blood by laser desorption mass spectrometry and also detection of malaria 

proteins in the urine. The population dynamics of acquisition of immunity followed by 

microsatellites in young children in malaria endemic areas is also being explored. My training in 

adult infectious diseases/internal medicine also has enabled other interactions within the 

department with HIV and TB researchers as well as teaching in tropical medicine and malaria 

schoolwide. 

 

Abstract 

Ehrlich started from the aniline dye, methylene blue, to discover the first synthetic antimalarial 

proven effective in humans. Methylene blue and the quinolines like chloroquine both bind heme 

and the heme crystal, hemozoin, to effectively kill Plasmodium parasites. Ehrlich later launched 

the first drug screen to identify compound number 606 for syphilis. Our approach 100 years later 

was to build a physical library of FDA approved drugs and foreign approved drugs to screen the 

malaria parasite. A more complete list of approved drugs has recently been added to the 

collaborative drug design database with associated structural data. A comparison of inhibition of 

both P. falciparum and heme crystal inhibition by more than 2,000  existing approved drugs 

identified novel antimalarial activity of the antihistamine, astemizole, and the epidermal growth 

factor inhibitor, gefitinib. Pyrvinium was identified on the cell culture malaria screen and has 

been shown to have activity against Cryptosporidium both in animal models and in culture. 

Additionally we have demonstrated the causal liver stage activity of isoniazid in the mouse 

model of malaria. Screening an approved drug library for malaria or other diseases is potentially 

an efficient means to discover novel activities of existing drugs which can rapidly be translated 

into human clinical trials. 

mailto:dsulliva@jhsph.edu
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/1_Sullivan(JohnsHopkins)_Audio_100708.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/1_DavidSullivan_JohnsHopkins_QB3-CDD-Meeting_7-Oct-2008ds.pdf
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FREDERICK S. BUCKNER 
University of Washington, Department of Medicine 

Division of Allergy and Infectious Diseases 

Medical Center Room NW072, Box 357185 

Seattle, WA  98195    

Telephone: (206) 598-9148    

Fax: (206) 598-8819 

Email: fbuckner@u.washington.edu 

 

Data Management in an Academic Drug Discovery Program 

Audio | Slides 

Biography 

Dr. Buckner‘s research concentrates on drug discovery for diseases caused by a variety of 

pathogenic protozoa. These include Trypanosoma cruzi (the cause of Chagas disease), 

Trypanosoma brucei (the cause of African sleeping sickness), Leishmania species (the cause of 

leishmaniasis), and Plasmodium falciparum (the cause of malignant malaria). Dr. Buckner is 

principally focusing on two biochemical targets for developing antiparasitic drugs: sterol 

biosynthesis and protein prenylation. The general approach is to use molecular biology 

techniques to study enzymes involved in these pathways. This requires the molecular cloning and 

heterologous expression of these proteins. The enzymes are then characterized functionally and 

in some cases subjected to structural analysis by X-ray crystallography. The 3-dimensional 

structures are used to model molecules that can serve as enzyme inhibitors. The molecular, 

parasitology, and biochemistry work are conducted in my laboratory. The X-ray crystallography 

and computer modeling work is done in collaboration with Dr. Wim Hol and Dr. Christophe 

Verlinde (Dept. of Biochemistry). Organic synthesis of inhibitors is done by Dr. Michael Gelb's 

group in the Dept. of Chemistry. Inhibitors are tested for in vitro activity against enzyme targets 

and against the parasites grown in culture. Leads are refined by molecular modeling approaches 

(rational drug design). The compounds with the best antiparasitic activity and least toxicity to 

mammalian cells undergo testing in mouse models of these infectious diseases. Their group 

represents one of the few collaborative efforts in the world dedicated to rational drug discovery 

for tropical pathogenic protozoa.  

 

Abstract 

The goals of our research group are to identify compound leads with activity against tropical 

protozoan pathogens. We mainly focus on the ―tri-tryps‖ (Trypanosoma brucei, Trypanosoma 

cruzi, and Leishmania) and Plasmodium falciparum. Most of our compound screening is ―target-

based‖ with specific interests in protein farnesyltransferase, sterol C14-demethylase, glycogen 

synthase kinase, and amino acid tRNA synthetases. A wide variety of assays are employed that 

screen for activity against biochemical targets, whole cells (both parasite cultures and 

mammalian cells), pharmacokinetics, toxicity, and efficacy in animal models. We have utilized 

the CDD database to catalog our compounds and archive the associated data. The database is 

available to the multiple users in our multidisciplinary program, thus centralizing the 

information. Using CDD, we are able to analyze and mine the data to guide the iterative process 

of target-based drug design. The success of the program has led to follow-up collaborations with 

private-public-partnerships for further development of our leads.  
 
 

mailto:fbuckner@u.washington.edu
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/2_Buckner(UWashington)_Audio_100708.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/2_FredBuckner_UWashington_QB3-CDD-Meeting_7-Oct-2008.pdf
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Janice E. Kranz, Ph.D. 
Assistant Director, Stanley Center for Psychiatric Research 

The Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard 

7 Cambridge Center, Room 5008 

Cambridge MA 02142 

Telephone: (617) 324-4888 

Email: jkranz@broad.mit.edu 

http://www.broad.mit.edu/psych/stanley/index.html 

 

A ‘Broad’ View of Translational Research at the Stanley Center 

Audio | Slides 

Biography 

Janice Kranz received a BS in Chemistry from the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, 

and a PhD in Biology from Harvard University. Her graduate work focused mainly on the 

genetics and biochemistry of signal transduction in yeast. Since then she has followed her 

diverse scientific interests, attaining experience in multiple aspects of translational research and 

in diverse business models. As a research scientist and manager (in the ‗pre-genomic era‘) at 

Cubist Pharmaceuticals, a start-up biotech employing a classic rational target-based approach for 

novel drug discovery, Dr. Kranz worked on target identification, validation and assay 

development for antimicrobials. As Project Manager of Model Organism Databases (aka the 

‗MOD Manager‘) at Proteome (a small profitable business; now part of ‗BioBase‘), she helped 

design and build relational databases of biological information curated from the literature. At the 

time, when the databases were free to academics (and essentially QC‘d by collaborative input 

from thousands of academic researchers), this experience demonstrated the power and value of 

organized, intelligently curated, and accessible information in enhancing both basic research and 

drug discovery. At ALS Therapy Development Institute, a small non-profit research 

organization, Dr. Kranz curated and managed a database of 700+ candidate therapeutics for ALS 

and directed a  process for a team of scientists to systematically identify, research, evaluate, 

analyze and ultimately design studies to test, selected candidates in the mouse ALS model. In her 

current position as Assistant Director of the Stanley Center for Psychiatric Research at the Broad 

Institute, Dr. Kranz assists Dr. Edward Scolnick in creating and managing a unique group to 

discover new approaches to the molecular understanding, diagnosis and pharmacological 

treatment of bipolar disorder and schizophrenia. The goal is to create a cohesive small 

organization that combines the creativity, spontaneity, and brilliant ideas of academia with the 

focus, structure, and multi-disciplinary approaches of industrial drug discovery. 

 

Abstract 

A summary background of the Stanley Center will be presented, followed by several specific 

examples of basic issues and challenges in converting our data and processes to the CDD 

database. Our vision is to use CDD to facilitate our collaborative research approach, to maximize 

efficient sharing data and ideas among Stanley center scientists and with other groups at the 

Broad.  

The Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard, a collaborative endeavor among hundreds of 

investigators affiliated with MIT, Harvard University, Harvard Medical School, was initially 

founded (in 2003) to advance genomic medicine. It was clear that a new type of organization was 

required — open, collaborative, cross-disciplinary and able to organize projects at any scale. The 

mailto:jkranz@broad.mit.edu
http://www.broad.mit.edu/psych/stanley/index.html
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/3_Kranz(Broad)_Audio_100708.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/3_JaniceKranz(Broad)_QB3-CDD-Meeting_7-Oct-2008.pdf
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Stanley Center for Psychiatric Research (founded in 2007) is a unique entity at the Broad, in that 

we are clearly therapeutically-focused. The Stanley Center, which has extensive collaborations 

with investigators in the USA and Europe, has three main research sections: Genetics, Chemical 

Biology and Neurobiology. Unlike most other diseases, whose malfunctioning systems can often 

be clearly identified, psychiatric disorders affect brain regions whose precise locations are 

unknown. Since the largest known risk factor for bipolar disorder and schizophrenia is an 

inherited vulnerability, the goals of the Stanley Center genetics program are to identify genetic 

factors associated with this inherited liability as a mechanism to uncover novel biochemical 

pathways and new targets for drug discovery. The chemical biology group designs and conducts 

high-throughput screens to detect and identify compounds that can alter these pathways or 

targets. Medicinal chemistry efforts, informed by more detailed neurobiological and in vivo 

behavior tests, then take over to optimize the properties of the molecules. The CDD database will 

play a key role in this endeavor. 

 
 

Conor R. Caffrey, Ph.D. 
Assistant Research Scientist and Director of Biochemistry and Molecular Parasitology 

Sandler Center for Basic Research in Parasitic Diseases 

Department of Pathology, Byers Hall 501E 

University of California, San Francisco 

San Francisco, CA 94158 

Telephone: (415) 502-6866 

Fax: (415) 502-8193 

Email: caffrey@cgl.ucsf.edu 

 

Novel drugs for schistosomiasis: establishment of a medium-throughput whole-organism 

screen at UCSF 

Audio & Slides Awaiting Publication 

Biography 

Conor R. Caffrey, Ph.D., is the Director of Biochemistry and Molecular Parasitology at the 

UCSF Sandler Center for Basic Research in Parasitic Diseases, an institution dedicated to the 

discovery and pre-clinical development of therapies to treat some of the great ‗neglected tropical 

diseases‘ of mankind including schistosomiasis and African trypanosomiasis. An expert in the 

biology of a number of tropical parasitic diseases, Dr. Caffrey‘s 20 years of research experience 

in Ireland, the UK, Germany and the United States has focused on the experimental 

chemotherapy of parasitic diseases, not least the functional characterization of proteases and 

their applicability as drug targets. His research interfaces biology, informatics, genetics and 

chemistry to identify, validate and prosecute protein targets for drug discovery – a goal that 

involves multiple collaborations with the academic and biotech sectors.  Currently, he and his 

team are developing a suite of research tools with which small molecules can be rapidly screened 

against the helminth schistosome parasite. Dr Caffrey has co-authored over 50 research articles, 

reviews and book chapters. He received his B.Sc. (Hons.) and Ph.D. from University College 

Dublin.  

 

 

mailto:caffrey@cgl.ucsf.edu
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Abstract 

Conor R. Caffrey, Debbie S. Ruelas, Maha-Hamadien Abdulla, K.C. Lim, Brian Wolff
1
, Adam 

Renslo
1
, Janice Williams

1
 and J.H. McKerrow. Sandler Center for Basic Research in Parasitic 

Diseases and the 
1
UCSF Small Molecule Discovery Center, California Institute for Quantitative 

Biomedical Research, University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA 94158, USA. 

 

Praziquantel (PZQ) is the mainstay drug for treatment and control of schistosomiasis, as 

recommended by the WHO. Given this reliance on one drug and the recent momentum to 

increase its availability, PZQ-treatment failure that becomes both clinically relevant and 

widespread is a worrying prospect. Therefore, the UCSF Sandler Center 

(http://www.ucsf.edu/mckerrow/slide.html) and Small Molecule Discover Center 

(http://smdc.ucsf.edu/about/index.htm) have initiated a medium-throughput phenotypic (whole 

organism) screen to identify compounds with anti-schistosomal activity, based on the availability 

of an in-house Schistosoma mansoni life-cycle and growing collections of diverse and focused 

compound libraries. The screen is initiated with newly transformed schistosomula (NTS), 

harvested in their tens of thousands from the snail vector, and assayed on a weekly basis in a 96-

well plate format. ‗Hit‘ compounds arising are then tested against the more limiting adult worms. 

Finally, hit compounds are prosecuted in an animal model of disease. The screen was 

inaugurated with a collection of 1,998 compounds that includes drugs approved for human use, 

some of which are already off-patent. Our intention was to rapidly identify compounds for which 

substantial preclinical and clinical data exist with which their ‗re-positioning‘ as anti-

schistosomal drugs might be accelerated at a reasonable cost. Whereas death is the desired 

phenotype in screens of protozoal (single-celled) parasites, the schistosome worm can display a 

variety of phenotypes, which we have categorized into six groups based on visual assessment by 

at least two independent screening analysts operating blind. A number of compounds, some of 

which display structure activity relationships (SAR) in vitro, have been identified and are 

currently being tested in the animal model. The results generated from all stages of the screen 

will be made public—the ultimate goal being to make the data freely available through a 

dedicated database hosted by Collaborative Drug Discovery, Inc. 

(http://www.collaborativedrug.com). Supported by the Sandler Family Supporting Foundation. 

 
 

Sean Ekins M.Sc., Ph.D., D.Sc. 
Collaborations in Chemistry 

Jenkintown, PA 19046, USA 

Telephone: (215) 687-1320 

Email: sekins@collaborativedrug.com 

 

Computational Drug Discovery: Integrating A Collaborative Database  

Audio | Slides 

Biography 

Dr. Ekins graduated from the University of Aberdeen; receiving his M.Sc., Ph.D. and D.Sc. He 

was a postdoctoral fellow at Lilly Research Laboratories. He has worked as a senior scientist at 

Pfizer, Senior Computational Chemist at Lilly Research Laboratories, Associate Director of 

Computational Drug Discovery at Concurrent Pharmaceuticals, Inc. and Vice President of 

Computational Biology at GeneGo. He is Adjunct Professor, Department of Pharmacology at 

http://www.ucsf.edu/mckerrow/slide.html
http://smdc.ucsf.edu/about/index.htm
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/
mailto:sekins@collaborativedrug.com
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/5_Ekins(CollaborationsInChemistry)_Audio_100708.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/5_SeanEkins_QB3-CCD-Meeting_7-Oct-2008.pdf
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University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey - Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, 

Piscataway, NJ and Adjunct Associate Professor, School of Pharmacy Department of 

Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Maryland, Senior Vice President of Computational 

Biology at Arnold Consultancy and Technology LLC., Director, Discovery Biology at Snowdon 

Pharmaceuticals and Senior Consultant at Collaborations in Chemistry Inc. He has co-authored 

over 100 papers and book chapters as well as edited or co-edited three books on computational 

applications. 

 

Abstract 

Computational methods such as QSAR, pharmacophores and docking have been applied to 

predict interactions of small molecules with numerous target proteins and provide ideas for 

further development in vitro. Pharmacophore and docking methods have been applied to the 

nuclear hormone receptor Pregnane X Receptor (PXR), which have been used for predicting 

potentially undesirable drug-drug interactions. Data from docking a set of ~300 molecules in 

PXR have been collated in the collaborative web-based database platform (Collaborative Drug 

Discovery (CDD)) for future reference and data mining using similarity analysis. With 

collaborators we have used the same software to archive and mine historical small molecule in 

vivo and new in vitro data on malaria. This database has enabled the development of novel 

quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) models for drug discovery. Several examples 

of how CDD can be interated with computational modeling relevant to drug discovery will be 

provided. 

 

 
Andrea Altieri, Ph.D. 

ASINEX Corporation 

Moscow, Russia 

Email: aaltieri@asinex.com 

 

High Quality Compound Libraries Inspired by Nature 

Audio | Contact Author Regarding Slides 

Biography 

Dr. Andrea Altieri received his PhD in synthetic chemistry from the University of Edinburgh. He 

has worked in direct collaboration with academic labs for years and has been responsible for 

drug discovery and lead optimization projects at ASINEX for the past 6 years.  

 

Abstract 

This talk will focus on the creation of high value, small molecule, screening sets. Screening 

issues such as the following will be addressed: reduction of false positives, cluster sizes, points 

of diversity, etc. Biological parameters of compounds will be presented with an emphasis on 

avoiding problems with solubility. Detail will also be given to looking beyond the initial screen 

of small molecules; in other words, taking into account lead like in addition to drug like 

properties when looking to select the ideal starting point in screening. 

 

 

mailto:aaltieri@asinex.com
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/6_Altieri(ASINEX)_Audio_100708.mp3
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Robert D. Damoiseaux, Ph.D. 
Scientific Director, Molecular Shared Screening Resources 

University of California, Los Angeles 

Telephone: (310) 794-1974 

Email: rdamoiseaux@mednet.ucla.edu 

 

High Throughput Screening as a Research Tool 

Audio | Slides 

Biography 

Robert Damoiseaux, Ph.D., earned a M.S. in classical organic synthesis and molecular biology in 

Bochum, Germany, and a Ph.D. degree at Lausuanne, Switzerland. He joined the Novartis 

Institute for Functional Genomics in La Jolla, CA, as a postdoctoral fellow where he became 

interested in assay design and novel assay platforms and developed microarray based assays for 

proteolytic enzymes. He joined UCLA in 2004 as the Technical Director of the Molecular 

Shared Screening Resources (MSSR) and oversees the operations of all drug discovery projects 

(over 50 so far) at the MSSR. His main interests are at the interface of chemistry, biology and 

engineering and include the development of new assay technology platforms, assay automation, 

high throughput screening, high content screening and directed molecular evolution. 

 

Abstract 
High Throughput Screening has made its evolution from a very specialized tool in drug 

discovery of the pharmaceutical industry into a research tool which is now found not only in 

industry but as well at some universities. This transformation has changed HTS on the scientific 

as well as the practical level. On the scientific level of this evolution, the advent of siRNA, 

shRNA and other techniques added to what is now called functional genomics: an 

interdisciplinary field in which biological questions are addressed by using molecular screening 

and reagents modulating gene function as tool. Chemical genomics is a very similar approach, it 

relies on specific small molecules and molecular screening as a research tool. . Prior to the 

development of Functional and Chemical Genomics, it was a conditio sine qua non that the 

protein and its precise function had to be known before a screen for a drug aimed at this target 

was considered. This has changed to such a degree that screens without a known target are now 

considered since chemical and functional genomics principles have simplified post screening 

target discovery. Given that many diseases are adaptive, i.e. they change phenotype and possibly 

genotype depending on the treatment, novel classes of drugs will be necessary that address this 

unmet need and HTS is a potential way to understand the processes that need to be manipulated 

and to find the drugs that are necessary for effective treatment. During this talk, we will explore 

the arena of prostate cancer which as the prototype of an adaptive disease: 

 

Hormone refractory prostate cancer continues to pose a clinical challenge. Active HER2-HER3 

kinase signaling is suggested to support the proliferation and survival of androgen independent 

prostate cancer, however, its targeted therapeutic inhibition has yielded limited clinical benefit. 

We identified a prostate cancer model system where kinase activation of the HER2-HER3 

signaling pathway compromises cell survival instead of promoting cell proliferation. High 

throughput screening assays for chemical compounds that could reverse the cytotoxicity 

observed with HER2-HER3 activation revealed an unexplored biological connection between the 

mailto:rdamoiseaux@mednet.ucla.edu
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/7a_Damoiseaux(UCLA)_Audio_100708.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/7a_RobertDamoiseaux_UCLA_QB3-CDD-Meeting_7-Oct-2008.pdf
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HER2-HER3 and androgen receptor signaling pathways with implications for future therapies in 

prostate cancer. 

 

In conclusion, this talk aims at highlighting how HTS has been transformed and how it can help 

in gaining understanding of drug actions, disease processes and discover novel treatment through 

the combination of chemical and functional genomics. 

 

Anjali Jain, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor, University of California, Los Angeles 

Louis Warschaw Prostate Cancer Center 

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
 
 

Telephone: (310) 423-7376 

Email: Anjali.Jain@cshs.org 

 

Using Chemical Genomics to explore the HER-kinase axis in Prostate Cancer 

Audio | Slides 

Biography 

Dr. Anjali Jain is an Assistant Professor at University of California, Los Angeles and Director of 

Scientific Programs at the Louis Warschaw Prostate Cancer Center, CSMC, Los Angeles. Her 

expertise includes basic gene regulatory mechanisms and kinase signaling networks in solid 

tumors including prostate cancer. Her current work involves molecular delineation of the HER-

kinase axis as it relates to androgen-independent prostate cancer progression. These studies 

include the use and mechanistic understanding of novel therapeutics that target distinct members 

of the signaling axis in prostate cancer models with an ultimate goal of developing 

pharmacodynamic biomarkers for their activity. 

 

Kopanny Visnyei, MD, Ph.D. 
Postdoctoral Researcher Fellow, Crump Institute for Molecular Imaging 

University of California, Los Angeles 

Telephone: (310) 794-6600 

Email: kvisnyei@mednet.ucla.edu 

 

High throughput screen to discover inhibitors of brain cancer stem cells 

Audio | Slides 

Biography 

Koppány Visnyei got his MD at Hannover Medical School in Germany. He started his research 

career at the International Neuroscience Institute in Hannover, Germany where he wrote his 

doctoral research thesis on the pathophysiology of Normal Pressure Hydrocephalus, in the 

Department of Neurosurgery. As a student, he also worked in Dr. Harley Kornblum‘s laboratory 

at UCLA as a Biomedical Sciences Exchange Program scholar. His research focused on neural 

stem cell transplantation in Huntington‘s disease. After graduation and short fellowships at the 

University of Uppsala in Sweden and at the University of Zurich in Switzerland, he returned to 

Dr. Kornblum‘s laboratory where he has been working as a postdoctoral fellow. His current 

research focuses on brain tumor stem cell biology and the development of novel therapeutic 

strategies. 

 

mailto:Anjali.Jain@cshs.org
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/7b_Jain(UCLA)_Audio_100708.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/7b_AnjaliJain_UCLA_QB3-CDD-Meeting_7-Oct-2008.pdf
mailto:kvisnyei@mednet.ucla.edu
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/7c_Visnei(UCLA)_Audio_100708.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/7c_KoppanyVisnyei_UCLA_QB3-CDD-Meeting_7-Oct-2008.pdf
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Moses Hohman, Ph.D. 
Director of Software, Collaborative Drug Discovery, Inc. 

1818 Gilbreth Road 

Burlingame, CA 94010 

Telephone: (650) 204-4040 

Email: moses@collaborativedrug.com 

 

CDD Community Software Vision and Roadmap 
Audio | Slides 

Biography  
CDD Director of Software Development is responsible for the CDD technology. Moses has a 

strong background in commercial-quality software development with industry leader 

ThoughtWorks, Inc., bioinformatics as associate director of bioinformatics at Northwestern 

University and scientific data integration through his role as an award-nominated architecture 

mentor for the National Cancer Institute‘s Cancer Biomedical Grid (caBIG) project. Moses 

previously developed the Neurogenomics project, an ENU mutagenesis effort that screened over 

10,000 mice per year through a panel of neurologically-directed assays covering seven 

phenotypic domains. He also developed both an intranet colony and phenotyping management 

system and a public, web-based mutant mouse distribution portal, Neuromice.org. His current 

interest is in building, designing and managing software applications and bio- and 

cheminformatics software development. He has a Ph.D. in physics from the University of 

Chicago, where he worked with Prof. Leo Kadanoff. He graduated magna cum laude in physics 

from Harvard College. He can be reached at moses@collaborativedrug.com 

 

Abstract 

In today's high-throughput age, it is common for scientists to build large silos of data not 

available to others outside their lab or organization. Some organizations have made efforts to 

unlock the data in these silos to increase overall research efficiency and to accelerate scientific 

discovery. A parallel trend toward cross-disciplinary and inter-organizational teams reinforces 

the need for efficient collaboration tools for scientific research. Successful collaboration tools 

must balance a number of competing interests. The tools must facilitate data sharing, but must 

also keep intellectual property private for publication or patent. They must promote new ways of 

working, but also fit well with scientists' existing research workflows. They must be sufficiently 

general and flexible to allow the archiving and sharing of heterogeneous information, while 

providing sufficient domain-specific functionality so researchers can find and analyze the most 

interesting data. 

Since the last community meeting the CDD database has undergone a dramatic evolution. In this 

talk CDD's Director of Software, Moses Hohman PhD, will highlight important advances in that 

progression. He will also present and solicit your feedback on CDD's collaborative vision for 

2009, a self-sustaining collaborative network benefitting industry, foundations and academic 

scientists. 
 
 

mailto:moses@collaborativedrug.com
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/8_Hohman(CDD)_Audio_100708.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/8_MosesHohman_CDD_QB3-CDD-Meeting_7-Oct-2008.pdf
http://genome.northwestern.edu/neuro/
http://www.neuromice.org/
mailto:moses@collaborativedrug.com
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J. Leighton Read, M.D. 
Alloy Ventures  

400 Hamilton Ave, Suite 400 

Palo Alto, CA 94301  

Telephone: (650) 687-5000  

Fax: (650) 687-5010  

Email: leighton@alloyventures.com 

 

Financing Biomedical Innovation from academia to the market: From FluMIst™ to 
Priority Review Vouchers and other stories 

Audio | Slides 

Biography 

J. Leighton Read, M.D. joined Alloy Ventures as a General Partner in October, 2001, after 14 

years as a biotechnology entrepreneur and investor. He co-founded Affymax NV, under the 

direction of Dr. Alejandro Zaffaroni. He founded Aviron, a biopharmaceutical company focused 

on vaccines for infectious disease, where he served as Chairman and CEO until 1999 and 

Director until its acquisition by MedImmune (NASDAQ: MEDI) in 2002. Leighton was also a 

partner in Interhealth Limited, an investment partnership. He received a BS from Rice University 

in Psychology and Biology (1973), an MD from the University of Texas Health Science Center 

at San Antonio (1976) and completed internal medicine training at the Peter Bent Brigham 

Hospital in Boston where he held appointments at the Harvard Medical School and School of 

Public Health. He is a director of Alexza Pharmaceuticals (NASDAQ: ALXA), Avidia, Inc., 

Cambrios, Corp., OPAL Therapeutics, Inc. and Seriosity, Inc. and has served as director for a 

number of other biotechnology companies, on the executive committee of the Biotechnology 

Industry Association and has won several awards as co-inventor of technology underlying the 

Affymetrix GeneChipT.™.  

 

 

mailto:leighton@alloyventures.com
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/11_Read(Drexel)_Audio_100708.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/11_LeightonRead_Drexel_QB3-CDD-Meeting_7-Oct-2008.pdf
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Russell Bromley 
COO, Myelin Repair Foundation 

18809 Cox Avenue, Suite 190 

Saratoga, CA 95070 

Telephone: (408) 871-2407 

Mobile: (650) 743-2225 

Email: rusty@myelinrepair.org 

 

How CDD is helping the MRF Accelerate Validation and Drug Discovery for Novel Targets 

in the CNS 

Presentation Held for Time | Slides 

Biography 

Russell Bromley, Chief Operating Officer, Myelin Repair Foundation 

Since joining the Myelin Repair Foundation (MRF) in September 2003, Mr. Bromley has been 

instrumental in the creation and evolution of the MRF Accelerated Research Collaboration™ 

model. His principal responsibilities include development and execution of the MRF research 

plan, identification and protection of resulting intellectual property, and development of 

relationships with a broad range of academic and commercial organizations. 

Mr. Bromley brings a unique combination of business experience in both academic and 

commercial research environments. His expertise includes the creation and protection of 

innovative technologies, business development, and marketing strategy for high tech and life 

sciences. Formerly he was CEO of LabVelocity, Inc., an Internet information portal for the life 

science research community. Prior to that he was CEO of Berkshire Holding Corporation, a 

privately held, multinational manufacturer of contamination control materials for 

microelectronics and pharmaceutical production. Mr. Bromley‘s prior experience also includes 

17 years with American Hospital Supply Corporation and Baxter Healthcare, in both the 

distribution and diagnostics businesses, culminating with seven years a President of the Burdick 

and Jackson division. Mr. Bromley holds a degree in Biochemistry from Rice University. 

 

Abstract 

MRF‘s Accelerated Research Collaboration™ (ARC™) model creates a unique partnership 

between academic researchers, scientific and drug discovery advisors and a centralized 

management team to define and execute on an integrated research plan that will reduce the time 

to market for a wide range of patient treatments. Focused exclusively at this time on identifying 

myelin repair drug targets that will lead to treatments for multiple sclerosis by 2009, MRF 

provides the business infrastructure for a team of some 30 scientists, working together virtually, 

from different university laboratories in the U.S. By following best business practices, working 

on a common research plan, sharing their findings in real time, and piggybacking experiments 

that might otherwise have taken years to accomplish, the scientists have been able to 

considerably accelerate their research. 

CDD enables scientists to collaborate easily across institutional and disciplinary boundaries and 

empowers new cooperative research strategies, such as MRF‘s innovative ARC model. The 

database features the ability to share data with a spectrum of permissions—either selectively 

with just a few specific colleagues, openly with the entire scientific community, or not at all. 

This flexibility encourages data sharing where appropriate while protecting intellectual property, 

so promising approaches can be patented and commercialized. 

mailto:rusty@myelinrepair.org
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/12_RustyBromley_MRF_QB3-CDD-Meeting_7-Oct-2008.pdf
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Discussion Panels 
 

Panel #1: What makes collaborations successful within and between groups? 
Audio  

 

Summary: Directors of the screening centers from three University of California campuses 

joined to discuss collaborations between internal and external research organizations, and to 

speculate on the future of collaborative data acquisition and management, via both technology 

and partnerships. Challenges of integrating data and research groups as well as collaborative 

successes were discussed. The audience posed questions to the panel regarding compound 

sources for screening, data management of High-Throughput Screening (HTS) projects, and cost. 

All three screening centers are putting HTS data into the CDD system. 

 

Panelists: Robert Damoiseaux  - UCLA Molecular Screening Shared Resource Center  

 Nadine Gassner  - UCSC Chemical Screening Center 
 Adam Renslo  - UCSF Small Molecule Discovery Center 

 
Robert D. Damoiseaux, Ph.D. 

Scientific Director, Molecular Shared Screening Resources 

University of California, Los Angeles 

Telephone: (310) 794-1974 

Email: rdamoiseaux@mednet.ucla.edu 

Biography reference to page # 10 

 
Nadine Gassner, Ph.D. 

Research Scientist and Associate Director of UCSC Chemical Screening Center 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Physical Sciences Building 339 

University of California, Santa Cruz 

Santa Cruz, CA 95064 

Telephone: (831) 459-1415 

Fax: (831) 459-2935 

Email: ngassner@ucsc.edu 
 

Biography:  

Nadine Gassner, Ph.D., is the Associate Director of the Chemical Screening Center at UCSC. An 

open resource for collaboration, the UCSC Chemical Screening Center offers access to high-

throughput screening technologies to accelerate the path from new discoveries in biology to 

validated biological targets with the goal of providing novel small molecule therapies for 

fighting disease. Dr. Gassner‘s most recent research has focused on the development and 

implementation of high throughput assays to survey marine natural products for chemical-

genetic analysis. Her research combines informatics, genetics and chemistry to identify, and 

validate biological pathways targeted by synthesized small molecule and natural product libraries 

to assist drug discovery – a goal that involves multiple collaborations with the academic and 

biotech sectors. Currently, she and her team are developing a suite of research tools with which 

small molecules can be rapidly screened against a panel of diverse organisms allowing bioactive 

http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/Panel1_Audio_amped_denoise_100708.mp3
http://www.mssr.ucla.edu/
http://biomedical.ucsc.edu/ChemScreen.html
http://smdc.ucsf.edu/about/index.htm
mailto:rdamoiseaux@mednet.ucla.edu
mailto:ngassner@ucsc.edu
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compounds to be prioritized based on potency and phenotype. Dr Gassner has co-authored 17 

research articles, reviews and book chapters. She received her B.S. (Hons.) from University of 

Minnesota and Ph.D. from University Oregon.  

 
Adam Renslo, Ph.D. 

Associate Director, Chemistry 

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry 

Telephone: (415) 514-9698 

Email: adam.renslo@ucsf.edu 

 

Biography 

Adam Renslo is Associate Director of Chemistry at the Small Molecule Discovery Center 

(SMDC) at UCSF. His research interests include drug discovery for parasitic and 

neurodegenerative diseases and the invention of targeted drug delivery technologies. Prior to 

joining the SMDC in 2006, Dr. Renslo was Associate Director of Medicinal Chemistry at 

Vicuron Pharmaceuticals where he led antibacterial and antifungal discovery programs that 

produced clinical stage drug candidates. 

 

 

mailto:adam.renslo@ucsf.edu
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Panel#2: What Foundations are looking for from Academic researchers? 
Audio  

 

Summary: Key players from five research foundations reviewed the strengths and weaknesses 

of academic and corporate research organizations and how foundations can help select, 

coordinate, manage and fund academic research groups to achieve chartered discovery goals 

around orphaned and neglected diseases. These foundations facilitate collaborations, not just 

between research organizations, but also community centers and clinical centers. Considering 

themselves in infancy or adolescents, they have ambitious goals to organize and fund large 

numbers of researchers, clinicians, and even patients, to accelerate discovery of treatments and 

cures. Foundations hope to accomplish this by bringing organizational and functional principals 

of venture firms to pre-clinical and clinical processes. Accessing government programs like 

Priority Review Vouchers (PRV‘s) and Advanced Market Commitments (AMC‘s), and 

outsourcing drug development are just a couple of the administrative functions that foundations 

bring to academic collaborations. 
 

Panelists: Russell Bromley  - COO, Myelin Repair Foundation 

 Victoria Hale  - Founder, OneWorld Health 

 Catherine Ley  - Director, Collabrx, Inc. 

 Leighton Read  - General Partner, Alloy Ventures 

 Wells Whitney  - Lung Cancer Foundation 

 
Russell Bromley 

COO, Myelin Repair Foundation 

Phone: (408) 871-2407 

Mobile: (650) 743-2225 

Email: rusty@myelinrepair.org 
 

Biography reference to page # 10 

 
Victoria G. Hale, Ph.D. 

Founder and Chair of the Board of Directors 

Institute for OneWorld Health 

Email: Victoria@victoriahale.org 

Audio | No Slides Displayed 

Biography 

Dr. Hale is a pharmaceutical scientist who established her expertise in all stages of 

biopharmaceutical drug development at the US Food and Drug Administrations Center for Drug 

Evaluation and Research; and at Genentech, Inc., the world's first biotechnology company. Dr. 

Hale‘s recent honors include; being elected to membership in the Institute of Medicine of the 

National Academies in 2007, being named a John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation 

Fellow in 2006 and selection as an Ashoka Fellow for work in leading social innovation also in 

2006. In 2005, The Economist named Hale the recipient of its Social and Economic Innovation 

award and Esquire Magazine named her ―Exec of the Year‖. That same year OneWorld Health 

was awarded the Social Responsibility Award at the prestigious Pharmaceutical Achievement 

Awards competition and received the Skoll Award for Social Entrepreneurship. 

http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/Panel2_Audio_amped_denoise_100708.mp3
http://www.myelinrepair.org/
http://www.oneworldhealth.org/
http://collabrx.com/
http://www.alloyventures.com/
http://www.thelungcancerfoundation.org/
mailto:rusty@myelinrepair.org
mailto:Victoria@victoriahale.org
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/9_Hale(OneWorldHealth)_Audio_amped_denoise_100708.mp3
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Catherine Ley, Ph.D. 
Director of Virtual Biotech Services 

CollabRx, Inc. 

169 University Avenue 

Palo Alto, CA 94301 
Email: cley@collabrx.com 

Audio | Slides 

Biography 

Catherine Ley is a Virtual Biotech Manager at CollabRx. As a principal at Caradon Consulting, 

Dr. Ley has provided epidemiologic expertise and clinical research consulting to both non-profit 

and for-profit organizations. Previously a senior scientist and epidemiologist at the Institute for 

OneWorld Health, she was involved in the development of paromomycin for visceral 

leishmaniasis, which was approved in India in 2006. Prior positions have included work in both 

Africa and Latin America. Dr. Ley's interests have revolved primarily around global health and 

infectious diseases, particularly the causes of cancer. She holds a Ph.D. in epidemiology from the 

University of California, Berkeley, and both a M.S. and a B.S. in Biological Sciences from 

Stanford University. 

 
J. Leighton Read, M.D. 

Alloy Ventures  

400 Hamilton Ave, Suite 400 

Palo Alto, CA 94301  

Telephone: (650) 687 5000 

Fax: (650) 687 5010 

Email: leighton@alloyventures.com 

Biography reference to page # 14 

 
Wells Whitney, PhD 
Lung Cancer Foundation 

1308 Montgomery Street 

San Francisco, CA 94133 

Telephone: (415) 398-5077 

Mobile: (415) 203-5826 

Email: wells39@msn.com 

http://www.thelungcancerfoundation.org 

 

Biography 

Wells Whitney received his undergraduate degree in chemistry from Harvard College in 1955 

and his Masters and Doctorate degrees in Materials Science & Engineering from MIT in 1962 

and 1964. After an NSF post-doc year in Strasbourg, France, he did polymer research for 

Monsanto Chemical Company, Celanese Research Company, and Reprographics Materials 

Company. In the early 1970‘s he worked for Raychem Corporation in Menlo Park, California, 

where he did materials research, product development and business development. Leveraging his 

technical expertise in the electrical and mechanical properties of materials he developed self-

regulating polymeric heaters and PTC circuit protection devices. Wells has managed large, 

mailto:cley@collabrx.com
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/10_Ley(CollabRx)_Audio_amped_denoise_100708.mp3
http://www.collaborativedrug.com/media/10_CatherineLey_CollabRX_QB3-CDD-Meeting_7-Oct-2008.pdf
mailto:leighton@alloyventures.com
mailto:wells39@msn.com
http://www.thelungcancerfoundation.org/
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multidisciplinary R&D groups, and has done market research, strategic plan development, IP and 

patent drafting and analysis, and some financial analysis. Dr. Whitney retired from Raychem in 

1998, when diagnosed with Lung Cancer, and became involved full time with two start-ups, 

helping to raise money and to manage the growing and innovative business structures. He has 

served on several technical advisory boards, both for private companies and start-ups, as well as 

public projects. Dr. Whitney is now retired but remains active on seven non-profit boards, three 

related to lung cancer, three related to urban planning and community involvement, and one 

social services agency. In addition, Wells consults actively for three private, for-profit 

companies. 
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Posters 
 
Discovery of high affinity peptide ligands for Vancomycin 

Nianhuan Yao, Chun-Yi Wu, Wenwu Xiao, Kit S. Lam* 

Division of Hematology & Oncology, Department of Internal Medicine, UC Davis Cancer 

Center, University of California Davis, 4501 X Street, Sacramento, CA 95817 

Email: nhyao109@yahoo.com 
 

Vancomycin, an extremely important antibiotic against Gram-positive bacteria such as  

methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, exerts its antibacterial effects by binding to  the C-

terminal –Lys-D-Ala-D-Ala-OH (-Kaa) of the cell wall peptide precursor with moderate affinity. 

Recognition of a free carboxyl of D-Ala is essential for Kaa binding to vancomcyin, 

Unfortunately, Most peptide libraries possess a free N-terminus since C-terminus is easily 

coupled to the resin. In this study, we developed a synthetic strategy to generate OBOC peptide 

libraries with a free carboxyl end. Through screening such OBOC inverted peptide libraries, a 

series of ligands with strong consensus peptide sequences have been discovered. Based on the 

structure activity relationship (SAR) study of the discovered peptide ligands, two highly focused 

OBOC combinatorial peptidemimetic libraries were further designed, synthesized, and screened 

against vancomycin under more stringent condition. All identified positive ligands were 

resynthesized on wang resin. The binding affinity between peptide ligands and vancomycin were 

studied by using surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The dissociation constant KD for the 

peptidomimetic ligand, K(Ac)-HOCit-E-Cha-K (3,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid)-a-a (9), is 1.03 μM 

which is about 50-fold improvement compared to Kaa (KD=50 μM). 

 
Aldose Reductase Inhibitors Prevent Inflammatory Diseases: Colorectal Cancer and 

Metastasis, Sepsis, Atherosclerosis and Uveitis. 

Satish K Srivastava and Kota V Ramana 

Department of Human Biological Chemistry and Genetics (S.K.S., K.V.R.), University of Texas 

Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas 77555 

Email: ssrivast@utmb.edu 
 

A number of aldose reductase (AR) inhibitors have been developed during the past more than 

three decades to prevent secondary diabetic complications.  More recently several AR inhibitors 

have undergone phase III clinical trial for the therapy of diabetic neuropathy.  Although some of 

the drugs like Fidarestat and Zopolrestat have been found to be safe at the recommended clinical 

dose, none of them worked well to the extent of getting FDA approval.  We have recently 

demonstrated that the best physiological substrates of AR are lipid aldehydes and their 

glutathione conjugates such as HNE and GS-HNE.  Subsequently, we have demonstrated that 

AR-catalyzed product(s) such as GS-DHN is the  main mediator of reactive oxygen species 

signals that activate PLC, PKC and PI3K which eventually activate the transcription factors 

NFB and AP1 involved in the transcription of various inflammatory markers such as cytokines, 

chemokines, and growth factors which regulate cell proliferation, apoptosis and differentiation.  

Using cellular and animal models we have further demonstrated that inhibition by AR inhibitors 

or ablation by AR-SiRNA significantly prevented increase in inflammatory markers as well as 

inflammation-induced diseases such as sepsis, colon carcinogenesis, colon cancer metastasis, 

angiogenesis, uveitis and restenois after balloon injury of blood vessels. Since various cytokines, 

mailto:nhyao109@yahoo.com
mailto:ssrivast@utmb.edu
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chemokines, growth factors, bacterial toxin such as LPS and high glucose activate NADPH 

oxidase to generate reactive oxygen species which through reduced lipid aldehyde-glutathione 

(such as GS-DHN) catalyzed by AR activate NFB and AP1, the inhibitors of AR should be 

excellent drug targets for the therapy of a number of diseases associated with inflammation. For 

the development of novel structure-based inhibitors, we already have crystal structure with GS-

analogue bound to the enzyme and some of the currently available AR inhibitors are ready for 

clinical trials against inflammatory disorders.  

 
Targeted and Selective Delivery of Multiple Pharmacological Agents as a Strategy for Anti-

Parasitic Chemotherapy. 

Authors:  Sumit S. Mahajan,
a,b

 Victoria Newman,
c
 Joseph L. DeRisi,

c
 Florencia Caro,

c
 and Adam 

R. Renslo
a,b*

.  
a 
Small Molecule Discovery Center and Departments of 

b
Pharmaceutical 

Chemistry and 
c 
Biochemistry & Biophysics,  University of California, San Francisco, San 

Francisco, CA  

Email: sumit.mahajan@ucsf.edu 
 

The emergence of drug-resistance in P. falciparum malaria has rendered many of the existing 

classes of antimalarials ineffective. We are developing a new ―fragmenting hybrid‖ approach for 

anti-parasitic chemotherapy wherein the unique chemical environment of the parasite digestive 

vacuole serves to trigger the release of the tethered pharmacological agents. This approach offers 

potential advantages of improved tolerability and a reduced potential for the emergence of drug 

resistance. Herein we report the synthesis of prototypical fragmenting hybrid species and 

demonstrate the viability of the proposed activation and drug releasing steps under in vitro 

conditions intended to simulate those of the parasite digestive vacuole.   

 
The use of one-bead two-compounds peptide and lipopeptide libraries for identification of 

cell signaling and proapoptotic ligands for cancer cells  

Yan Wang
1
, Dianna Hanna

2
, Kit S.Lam

1
, Pappanaicken R. Kumar

1
 

1. Division of Hematology & Oncology, Department of Internal Medicine, UC Davis 

Cancer Center, University of California, Davis, Sacramento, CA 

2. UC Davis Medical School, University of California, Davis, Sacramento, CA 

Email: yanwx88@yahoo.com 
 

In the last decade, we have successfully used one-bead-one-compound (OBOC) [1] 

combinatorial library method to identify ligands that target cancer cell surface molecule [2, 3].  

We were able to demonstrate that these ligands can be used as effective optical and radioimaging 

agents for cancer. Recently, we have developed a one-bead two-compounds (OBTC) 

combinatorial library method which can facilitate the discovery of ligands that affect cell 

function when interact with specific receptor on the cell surface.  In this new method, we used 

topographically segregated bilayer bead methods [4] to generate chemical library beads with two 

distinct chemical molecules displayed on the bead surface and a coding tag in the bead interior.  

One of these molecules could be a high affinity 41 integrin ligand such as LLP2A [3] that will 

bind strongly to both T- and B-lymphoid cancer cells.  The other molecule (e.g. peptide or 

lipopeptide), however, is totally random, encoded by the coding tag in the bead interior, and 

unique on each bead.  After incubation with live lymphoma cells (Molt-4, a T lymphoma cell 

line) for 30 minutes, the majority of these beads were coated with the added cells.  Upon adding 

mailto:sumit.mahajan@ucsf.edu
mailto:yanwx88@yahoo.com
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(L-Asp)2 rhodamine 110 (D2R) 48 hours later, we detected rare beads that were covered entirely 

by apoptotic cells, indicating that the second ligand displayed on the bead surface has the 

capacity to induce apoptosis of lymphoid cancer cells.  Work is currently underway to evaluate 

the proapoptotic mechanism of these molecules.   

 1. Lam, K. S., et al., Nature, 1991, 354, p. 82-84  

2. Aina,
 
O.H., et al., From combinatorial chemistry to cancer-targeting peptides.  Mol. Pharm. 

2007. 4(5): p. 631-51. 

3. Li, P., et al., Combinatorial chemistry identifies high-affinity peptidomimetics against α4β1 

integrin for in vivo tumor imaging. Nature Chem. Biol., 2 (7), 2006, p. 381-389 

4. Liu, R., et al., A novel peptide-based encoding system for “one-bead one-compound” 

peptidomimetic and small molecule combinatorial libraries. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2002, 124, p. 

7678-7680 

 
Identification of small molecule inhibitors targeting brain tumor stem cells, using high 

throughput screening techniques 

Koppany Visnyei, Jonathan Saxe, Robert Damoiseaux, Kenneth Bradley, and Harley Kornblum  

Molecular Shared Screening Resources, University of California, Los Angeles 

Email: kvisnyei@mednet.ucla.edu 
 

Cancer stem cells have been isolated from a number of different
 
tumor types, including brain 

tumors (Singh et al., 2003; 2004,
 
Hemmati et al., 2003; Galli et al., 2004). These cells exhibit 

many characteristics of normal tissue-specific stem cells: they self-renew and, at least to some 

extent, undergo
 
multilineage differentiation. Cancer stem cells are known to fuel tumor growth 

and are responsible for tumor recurrence and metastases. They also have the capacity to generate 

entirely
 
new tumors in immunodeficient mice and are relatively resistant

 
to traditional therapies, 

such as radiation (Bao et al., 2006).
 
Therefore, it is important to develop therapeutic strategies

 

that directly target this specific subpopulation of cancer cells. In this study, in collaboration with 

UCLA‘s Molecular Screening Shared Resource (MSSR), we have used high throughput 

screening methods (HTS) to discover
 
compounds that inhibit the survival or growth of putative 

brain
 
tumor stem cells in glioblastoma multiforme (GBM). To develop

 
an appropriate assay, we 

cultured a patient-derived GBM cell
 
line under conditions that facilitates the expansion of tumor 

stem cells (in bFGF and EGF containing media, as previously described; Hemmati et al.,
 
2003). 

As an outcome measure, ATP-Lite was used to assess tumor cell viability. We screened over 

30,000 compounds derived
 
from the ChemBridge Diver Set as well as the Biomol and Prestwick 

Libraries. From this primary screen, we identified 800+ inhibiting compounds and also 

approximately 200 compounds that enhanced tumor cell proliferation. In subsequent experiments 

we re-screened these candidates on a wider variety of tumor as well as control cell lines, such as 

normal human neural progenitors and human fibroblasts. During the selection process we picked 

compounds that exhibited a differential effect on control and tumor cell lines, eliminating 

generally toxic substances. 35 compounds with differential effects were then chosen to determine 

their IC50 concentrations. Based on these values, a few compounds were selected as potential 

lead candidates for therapeutic development. Others, including proliferation enhancers and 

compounds that showed differential effects on several tumor cultures, are being used to explore 

molecular pathways involved in cancer stem cell proliferation.  
 

mailto:kvisnyei@mednet.ucla.edu
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Bao, S., Wu, Q., McLendon, R. E., Hao, Y., Shi, Q., Hjelmeland,
 
A. B., Dewhirst, M. W., 

Bigner, D. D., and Rich, J. N., 2006.
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Analysis of pathogenicity of Plasmodium falciparum field isolates using a coculture model 

of human endothelial cells/P. falciparum  

Fousseyni S Touré Ndouo
1
, Anthony Siau

3
, Odile Ouwé-Missi-Oukem-Boyer

1,5
, Ulrick 

Bisvigou
1
, Ousmane Moussa

1
, Christophe Rogier

2
, Paco Pino

3
, Dominique Mazier

3
 and Sylvie 

Bisser
1,4 

1
Centre International de Recherches Médicales de Franceville (CIRMF), BP 769 Franceville, 

Gabon. 
2 

Institut de Médecine Tropicale des services de Santé des Armées, BP 46 Parc du Pharo 13998 

Marseille, France 
3
INSERM U511, Immuno-Biologie Cellulaire et Moléculaire des Infections Parasitaires, Centre 

Hospitalier Universitaire Pitié-Salpêtrière, 91 Bd de l‘Hôpital, 75013 Paris, France. 
4
EA 3174, Neuroparasitologie et Neuroépidémiologie Tropicale, Faculté de médecine, Limoges, 

France 
5
Centre International de Référence Chantal Biya pour la Recherche sur la Prévention et la Prise 

en charge du VIH/Sida  (CIRCB) BP 3077, Yaoundé, Cameroun ; 

Corresponding author: Dr Fousseyni Touré Ndouo, PhD. International Centre International de 

Recherches Medicales de Franceville (CIRMF), BP 769 Franceville, Gabon, Phone. 

00241677092 or 0024106615636;  

Email: fousseyni@yahoo.fr 
 

Plasmodium falciparum infection can lead to a life threatening disease. However, the 

pathogenetic mechanisms of severe manifestations are not fully understood. Here we 

investigated whether P. falciparum-parasitized red blood cells (PRBC) with clinical malaria can 

induce endothelial cell (EC) apoptosis in vitro. In all 45 subjects tested, PRBC that cyto-adhered 

to HLEC could be found albeit to a variable degree. In contrast, PRBC that induce HLEC 

apoptosis was found only in 9 subjects. Interestingly, apoptosis was significantly associated to 

the presence of neurological signs (P = 0.02) but there was no significant association between 

apoptosis and the severe malaria clinical status as a whole (uncomplicated versus severe malaria; 

P = 0.11). The intensity of apoptosis was variable and was linked to parasite load (Spearman 

rho=0.41, P= 0.005). The degree of cytoadherence was higher among individuals with apoptosis 

(median, 25%-75% interquartile interval: 937, 610-1811 PRBC/mm
2
HLEC) than individuals 

without apoptosis (median, 25%-75% interquartile interval: 437, 130-830.5 PRBC/mm
2
HLEC). 
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This difference was significant (Mann Whithney U test, P= 0.017), however, the correlation 

between the degree of cytoadherence and the capacity to induce apoptosis was not significant 

(rho= 0.14, P = 0.37) suggesting a qualitative rather than a quantitative relationship.  

PRBC single (SGI) and multiple genotype infections (MGI) were determined using nested 

polymerase chain reaction targeting two highly polymorphic regions of the merozoite surface 

antigen 1 and 2 and a dimorphic region of the erythrocyte binding antigen 175 loci. The results 

demonstrated that infection of the same individual by multiple clones of P. falciparum does not 

significantly influence PRBC cytoadherence or apoptosis induction in HLEC. However, MGI is 

inversely correlated with in vivo synchronisation.  

Analysis of the whole transcriptome from apoptogenic versus non apoptogenic P. falciparum 

revealed 59 genes putatively associated with the induction of EC apoptosis. Finally, silencing of 

parasite gene expression with specific double-stranded RNA was performed on 8 selected genes; 

5 of these, termed ―Plasmodium apoptosis–linked pathogenicity factors‖ (PALPFs), were found 

to be linked to parasite apoptogenicity. Strategies of using these new pathogenicity factors as anti 

malaria drugs or vaccine targets will be discussed.  

 
Association of hepatitis C virus carriage with delayed Plasmodium falciparum appearance 

in blood from infected individuals 
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To investigate whether hepatitis B or C virus (HBV, HCV) carriage influences the appearance of 

asexual Plasmodium falciparum in the blood, a cohort of 319 individuals were followed-up twice 

a month during one year after a suppressive anti malarial treatment. The prevalence of hepatitis 

B and C was 11.3% and 18.9% respectively. Overall, 256 P. falciparum infections (80, 2%) have 

been diagnosed, 138 by microscopy and 118 by polymerase chain reaction. A prospective cohort 

survival analysis showed that the median time of appearance of P. falciparum in blood was 140 

and 120 days for HBV- and HBV+ individuals. For HCV- and HCV+ individuals the appearance 

time was 153 and 224 days respectively. This result showed a significant association between 

hepatitis C virus carriage and the delayed appearance of asexual P. falciparum in blood (p = 0. 

01) and suggested new insights in the relationships between HCV and P. falciparum. We 

hypothesized that this association may relate firstly to the reduction of sporozoïte entrance in 

HCV infected-hepatocyte and secondly to the anti-parasite activity though expression of 
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interleukins such as interferon gamma in HCV carriers. Further in vitro investigations are 

necessary to understand molecular basis of such an association.  

 
Identification of neuraminidase inhibitors again the respiratory pathogens Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa and Streptococcus pneumoniae. 

Dane Parker
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Lung infections cause more disease burden than cancer or HIV. Two of the most common 

respiratory pathogens are Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Streptococcus pneumoniae. P. 

aeruginosa causes significant morbidity and mortality for cystic fibrosis patients and is a leading 

nosocomial pathogen. S. pneumoniae is the most common cause of pediatric pneumonia and 

otitis media leading to large management costs.  Neuraminidases are widespread among animals 

and microorganisms, catalyzing the release of terminal sialic acid residues from glycoconjugates, 

in many cases facilitating pathogenesis of disease-causing bacteria. The neuraminidases of P. 

aeruginosa and S. pneumoniae have been shown to be involved in host colonization and 

dissemination to the lung in animal models. Strategies targeting the neuraminidase of the 

influenza virus form the current therapies for treatment to influenza. In an effort to identify 

compounds that could inhibit the neuraminidases of P. aeruginosa and S. pneumoniae we 

purified and crystallized the proteins. We resolved the crystal structures of the P. aeruginosa and 

S. pneumoniae enzymes to 1.6 and 1.7 Å respectively and found that both possess the canonical 

-propeller fold around the active site synonymous with neuraminidases. This structural 

information was used to undertake ligand-receptor docking analysis to identify potential 

inhibitory compounds. Over 40 compounds were screened in neuraminidase assays utilizing a 

fluorogenic sialic acid substrate, revealing a number of different chemical scaffolds that inhibit 

enzymatic activity in a dose-dependent manner. We have taking this information and selected a 

lead compound for future studies. In summary we have crystallized the neuraminidases of P. 

aeruginosa and S. pneumoniae and through in silico ligand-receptor docking analysis have 

identified a number of compounds that show inhibition again the enzymes, and we are currently 

refining the structure of a lead compound. This work represents an important step in the future 

development of drugs to prevent colonization of these two important respiratory pathogens. 

 
Systems Biology of Aging--Therapeutic Targets 

John D. Furber1, Pat Langley2 

1 Legendary Pharmaceuticals, Gainesville, Florida, USA 

2 Arizona State University, School of Computing and Informatics, Tempe, Arizona, USA 

Email: johnfurber@legendarypharma.com 
 

The many observable signs of human senescence have been hypothesized by various researchers 

to result from several primary causes. Close inspection of the biochemical and physiological 

pathways associated with age-related changes and with the hypothesized causes reveals several 
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parallel cascades of events that involve multiple interactions and feedback loops. We present a 

network diagram to aid in conceptualizing the many processes and interactions among them, 

including promising intervention points for therapy development. This network model includes 

both intracellular and extracellular processes.  It ranges in scale from the molecular to the whole-

body level. Important pathways include:  

· Extracellular glycation, oxidation, and crosslinking cause damage to extracellular proteins, 

resulting in mechanical stiffness and inflammation. Altered environmental niches for cells causes 

transdifferentiation, arrested cell division, cell death, cancer, stem cell depletion, tissue wasting, 

neurodegeneration, and organ malfunction. Stiffer blood vessels promote stroke and heart 

disease.  

· Lysosomes accumulate reactive, crosslinked lipofuscin, which impairs autophagic turnover 

of macromolecules and organelles, and leaks into cytoplasm, triggering apoptosis of cells which 

are not readily replaced.  

· Mitochondrial DNA mutates. Mutations are copied, resulting in altered cell physiology. 

· Lamin-A spice-variant, progerin, accumulates in nucleus, impairing cell division. 

· Nuclear mutations, telomere shortening, chromosome breaks, chromatin alterations and 

epigenetic DNA adducts change gene expression. 

· Oxidized aggregates in cytoplasm become crosslinked, resist turnover, inhibit proteasome 

activity, increase redox poise, and physically interfere with intracellular transport, especially in 

axons.  Inhibited proteasomes reduce turnover of damaged molecules and of expired molecular 

signals.  Increased redox poise alters signaling and enzyme activities, and erodes telomeres.  

· Damaged molecules and sick cells promote inflammatory cascades which further damage 

tissues. Neuroendocrine and immune systems degrade.  

This diagram is maintained on the Web as a reference for researchers and students, with the 

content updated as new information comes to light.  

[www.LegendaryPharma.com/chartbg.html]  In addition, we are adapting the network model's 

contents into an interactive website with links to references and related background materials. 

 
The bacterial endosymbiont Wolbachia as a drug target for treating filarial diseases 

Frederic Landmann, Laura Serbus, Jordan Ruybal, Alain Debec, and Bill Sullivan 

University or California, Santa Cruz 

Email: landmann@biology.ucsc.edu 
 

River Blindness, also known as Onchocerciasis, is a debilitating condition affecting people in 

Africa and South America. Latest estimates indicate that 90 million people would need annual 

treatment if Onchocerciasis is to be eliminated as a public health problem. Until recently, this 

condition was attributed entirely to infection by the filarial nematode, Onchocerca volvulus.  It is 

now known that the underlying cause of River Blindness is actually an immune response against 

endosymbiotic Wolbachia bacteria released by dying O. volvulus nematodes.  Treatments to 

prevent River Blindness have thus far relied on antifilarial drugs such as Ivermectin (Mectizan).  

Ivermectin, donated by Merck and Co., shows a low toxicity, but does not eliminate adult 

worms, and the treatment must be repeated for years. Since the Wolbachia are mutualistic 

symbionts, a more effective alternative is to use antibiotic treatments to eliminate Wolbachia, 

and its reliant O. volvulus host.  A shortcoming of currently available antibiotics is that a 

minimum of 6-week treatment is required for full elimination of Wolbachia.  To find a better 

preventive treatment for River Blindness, we have generated Drosophila tissue culture lines that 
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are constitutively infected with Wolbachia.  We have characterized some basic features of the 

cell lines such as the impact of Wolbachia on host cell mitosis and cell cycle as well as 

Wolbachia distribution and motility within the cells.  Using these Wolbachia-infected tissue 

culture lines, we will now conduct high content screening to identify antibiotics that act against 

Wolbachia in vivo. 

 
The Mulitiplexed Diagnostic Market 

Steven Bodovitz, BioPerspectives 

Email: bodovitzs@bioperspectives.com 
 

A business is a complex enterprise. To succeed, you need a plan. To convince others that you 

will succeed, you need to communicate your plan. When you develop your plan, you need to 

incorporate all of the complexity. You need to match your technology (or concept) with your 

market, your intellectual property, your team, your competitive advantage(s), your research and 

development, your production, your distribution, your marketing and your strategy. You need to 

ensure that the complexity translates into profitability and return on investment. Once you have 

your plan in place, you need to communicate it. You need to convince the right people to support 

you by joining your team, contributing to your venture, partnering with your company and/or 

investing in your vision. You need to translate your model for an interconnected enterprise into a 

linear document. You need to convince and inspire a skeptical audience with a short attention 

span and specific expectations. 

 
Cell Culture Based High Throughput Drug Screening for Chagas' Disease 

Targeting the Intracellular Stages of the Parasite Trypanosoma cruzi 

Juan Engel, University of California, San Francisco 

Email: juan.engel@ucsf.edu 
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In Vitro high throughput drug screening for the intracellular stages of the parasites Trypanosoma 

cruzi and Leishmania ssp.- Automated fluorescence microscopy provides a powerful tool for 

analyzing the physiological state of single cells with high throughput and high information 

content. This technology is used to discover and characterize bioactive small molecules. Our 

goal is to screen library of compounds against the intracellular stages of the parasites 

Trypanosoma cruzi (Chagas' disease) and Leishmania ssp (Leishmaniasis) select bioactivity 

molecules. Measure toxicities at the cellular level, and study mammalian host cell-parasite 

interaction. We have developed basic protocols to screen antiparasitic-active small molecules 

compounds in an IN Cell Analyzer 1000 (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). The screening will be 

performed in cell culture sterile fluorescent transmissible 96 well plates. At least 100 infected 

cells will be recorded by well. The intracellular amastigotes stage per host-cell ratio will be 

calculated for the control and the different compounds and conditions tested. A reduction of the 

amastigote-infected cell ratio will indicate the level of inhibition of the growth rate consequently 

this information will give us a quantitative measure of the level of grow inhibition. We will 
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eventually expand this kind of studies to other intracellular parasitic organisms that cause human 

diseases. 

 
Crystal structures of the cysteine proteases falcipain-2 and falcipain-3 bound to small 

molecule inhibitors. 

Iain Kerr, University of California, San Francisco 

Email: ikerr@cmp.ucsf.edu 
 

Widespread drug resistance continues to limit the effectiveness of available antimalarials. 

Trophozoites of Plasmodium falciparum, the most virulent human malaria parasite, hydrolyze 

hemoglobin in an acidic food vacuole to generate free amino acids essential for parasite survival 

(Francis, et al 1997; Rosenthal et al 2002). The cysteine proteases falcipain-2 and falcipain-3 are 

implicated in this process and are essential for trophozoite development. We have determined the 

2.9Å crystal structure of falcipain-2 (FP2) in complex with E64 and the 2.5Å crystal structure of 

falcipain-3 (FP3) in complex with leupeptin. These data represent the first structures of 

plasmodial proteases with small molecule inhibitors. 

 
Identification of a novel iodo-compound as a potential amyloid imaging agent for 

Alzheimer's disease.  

*Winning Poster 

Ruiwu Liu, University of California, Davis 

Phone: 916-734-6414 

Email: rwliu67@yahoo.com 

 

Alzheimer‘s disease (AD) is a leading cause of dementia in the elderly and is characterized by 

cerebral A-amyloid deposition. A definite clinical diagnosis of AD is currently impossible. 

Using combinatorial chemistry and high throughput screening methods, we have identified a 

novel lead compound named LRL22 (Fig. 1) that binds to A aggregates and protects neurons 

from A-induced toxicity with an EC50 of 187 nM. A series of LRL-compounds have been 

designed, synthesized and biologically evaluated. LRL50 (Fig. 1), an iodo analog of LRL22 with 

higher potency, passes the blood-brain barrier, and labels amyloid plaques fluorescently in vivo 

in transgenic PS-APP AD mice as well as ex vivo in human AD brain tissue. LRL50 can be 

easily labeled with I-124 for PET/CT scan and I-123/I-125 for SPECT/CT scan. Such imaging 

agents can be used for AD diagnosis, progression tracking, and monitoring treatment responses. 

 
A high-throughput screen of 300,000 compounds for antimalarial activity. 

Anang Shelat, St. Jude Children's Research Hospital 

Email: anang.shelat@stjude.org 
 

Malaria is an enormous public health concern: each year, 500 million people are infected with 

the parasite, and one to three million of those patients—mainly young children—will die. Here, 

we present results from a whole-parasite, high-throughput screen of 300,000 compounds against 

Plasmodium falciparum strains 3D7 and multi-drug resistant K1. Chemotype analysis identified 

not only most known antimalarial classes, but also yielded a number of novel scaffolds. 

Remarkably, many of these compounds showed little or no toxicity in human cell lines HepG2 

and BJ, while retaining activity against K1. 
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A new anticancer drug based on the active components of Morinda Citrifolia Linn 

Mian-Ying Wang, University of Illinois College of Medicine 

Email: mianwang@uic.edu 
 

Botanicals have been the best resources of new drug development. Multiple anticancer drugs 

including Taxol, Oncovin, Navelbine, Vumon, and Hycamtin have been developed from 

botanicals. In this study, we are trying to develop a new anticancer drug based on the active 

components and/or anticancer botanical product based on the active fractions extracted from 

Noni puree for cancers, breast cancer in particular. Morinda citrifolia Linn (Noni), a tropical 

plant, has been reported to have versatile health benefits including anticancer activity. Previous 

studies have demonstrated that Noni fruit juice has anticancer activities on transplant animal 

cancer models and human cancers. Our studies demonstrated Noni juice indeed possesses a 

strong preventive effect on the mammary carcinogenesis induced by DMBA in female SD rats at 

the initiation and post-initiation stages and cytotoxicity on human breast cancer cells in vitro. In 

order to discover the major anticancer phytochemicals existed in the Noni fruits, we initiated a 

bioassay-directed Phytochemistry study. Two of the seven fractions extracted from Noni puree 

possessed anticancer activities on human cancer cell lines, their IC 50 were 16, and 40 ?g/ml on 

MCF-7 cells respectively. Thus, we are very confidence to develop a new anticancer drug and/or 

anticancer botanical product for cancer patients as adjuvant therapy. The advantages of this 

botanical anticancer product will be active, cost-efficient, safe, and long-term use with out side 

effect. The marker components in the fractions will be selected as a finger printer for the quality 

control for this botanical product. In addition, a new anticancer drug may be developed when the 

chemical structure of the active compounds are identified. 

 
New approaches with highly efficient tumor targeting: Integrin cell surface adhesion 

molecules  

Wenwu Xiao, University of California, Davis 

Email: wxiao@ucdavis.edu 
 

Malignant gliomas are neuroectodermal tumors most commonly occurring in the white matter of 

cerebral hemispheres. Due to their characteristic infiltrative growth, patients with malignant 

gliomas usually have very poor prognosis, with a median survival of about 14-18 months, 

irrespective of treatment by surgical resection, radiation, or chemotherapy. New approaches with 

highly efficient tumor targeting are a clinical imperative. Integrins are cell surface adhesion 

molecules which have been identified as potential molecular targets for cancer therapy. Here we 

report a cyclic peptide, LXY1, identified through screening a focused one-bead one-compound 

(OBOC) combinatorial cyclic peptide library, binds to a3 integrin of U-87MG cells with 

moderately high affinity (Kd = 0.5+/-0.1 µM) and high specificity. Biotinylated LXY1, when 

complexed with streptavidin-Cy5.5 (SA-Cy5.5) conjugate, forms a highly sensitive and specific 

near infrared tetravalent imaging probe that can target both subcutaneous and orthotopic U-

87MG xenograft implants in nude mice. The in vivo targeting specificity is further verified by 

strong inhibition of tumor uptake of the optical imaging probe when intravenously injecting the 

animals with anti-a3 integrin antibody or excess unlabeled LXY1 prior to administrating the 

imaging probe. The bio-distribution profile of the larger tetravalent LXY1-biotin-SA-Cy5.5 

complex (~ 64 KDa) and the smaller univalent LXY1-Cy5.5 conjugate (2279 Da) were 
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determined. LXY1-Cy5.5 was found to have a faster accumulation in the U-87MG tumor and 

shorter retention time compared with LXY1-biotin-SA-Cy5.5. Collectively, the data reveals that 

LXY1 has the potential to be developed into an effective imaging and therapeutic targeting agent 

for human glioblastoma. 

 
Discovery and Development of a Highly  Selective and Centrally Active M1 Antagonist 

Ya (Sandra) Zhou, Vanderbilt University 
Email : sandra.zhou@Vanderbilt.Edu 
 

Anti-cholinergic agents have demonstrated good efficacy in both PD and dystonia. Current 

treatment for PD and dystonia is anti-chlolinergics with activity at the muscarinic acetylcholine 

receptor subtype 1 (mAChR1 or M1). This report describes the discovery of the first highly 

selective, small molecule antagonist of the M1 receptor based on a N-(3-piperazin-1-yl)-3-

oxopropyl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole -4-sulfonamide scaffold. 

 
Characterization of CDD's public structure libraries. 

Justin Bradford 

Research Engineer  

Collaborative Drug Discovery, Inc. 

1818 Gilbreth Road, Suite #220, Burlingame, CA 94010 

Email: justin@collaborativedrug.com 
 

Collaborative Drug Discovery, Inc. currently provides public access to more than a dozen 

structure libraries, spanning approximately 40,000 distinct molecules. These libraries include a 

set of FDA-approved, orphan-designated drugs, as well as compounds from the NIMH 

Psychoactive Drug Screening Program database and several libraries screened for activity 

against tuberculosis or malaria. This public data is characterized using a variety of molecular 

descriptors: first, structures are considered on the basis of calculated chemical properties, such as 

molecular weight, hydrogen bonding, and polar surface area; second, an approximate description 

in chemical space is obtained through the generation of structural fingerprints and topological 

indices (i.e. Hosoya and Wiener indices). With these descriptors, exploration and 

characterization of the data is performed using a combination of statistical analysis, clustering, 

dimensionality reduction, and visualization. Results are presented with a particular emphasis on 

how these various structure libraries compare to known pharmaceutical drugs. 

 
Understanding the function of Apcdd1 protein in coordinating CNS angiogenesis and 

blood-brain barrier formation.   
Dritan Agalliu, Richard Daneman, Lu Zhou and Ben A. Barres 

Department of Neurobiology, Stanford University School of Medicine 

Stanford, CA 94305-5125 

Email: dagalliu@stanford.edu 
 

The blood-brain barrier (BBB) restricts paracellular diffusion of molecules into the brain by 

forming high resistance tight junctions between endothelial cells (ECs). Despite its importance 

for the Central Nervous System (CNS) function, the development of this barrier remains poorly 

characterized.   We have performed gene profiling studies to compare CNS and liver ECs 
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isolated by fluorescence activated cell sorting from Tie2::eGFP transgenic mice, which express 

eGFP in all ECs and have identified several genes that may function in the mammalian blood-

brain barrier formation. We found that Wnt signaling is active in CNS but not liver ECs during 

angiogenesis. In addition, Apcdd1, a downstream effector of Wnt signaling, is highly expressed 

by CNS ECs  during angiogenesis and acquisition of BBB properties. Moreover, the expression 

of Apcdd1 is restricted to CNS, but not peripheral, ECs. Apcdd1 expression persists in CNS ECs 

until postnatal day 20 (P20), but it is extinguished in the adult CNS blood vessels when 

angiogenesis is complete and the BBB is fully formed. The protein is localized to the plasma 

membrane and secretory pathway and it inhibits Wnt signaling in a cell autonomous manner. We 

have generated Apcdd1 conditional knockout mice using gene targeting and are currently 

analyzing Apcdd1 function in CNS ECs using the Cre-LoxP system to eliminate it from brain 

blood vessels at various stages of development. Understanding the signaling mechanisms that 

control CNS angiogenesis and BBB formation may lead to new treatments to control abnormal 

CNS angiogenesis and to repair BBB breakdown in many CNS diseases. 
 

This work was supported by the Myelin Repair Foundation, NINDS, and the National MS 

Society.  
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Meeting Sponsors 

      
Assay Depot is the world's first full 

service outsourcing marketplace for drug 

discovery research services, located online 

at http://www.assaydepot.com. 

At assaydepot.com, industrial and academic scientists can order a research service as easily as 

they can order a book at amazon.com.  Through assaydepot.com, scientists can synthesize drug-

like compounds, clone DNA, create miniaturized protein arrays or carry out hundreds of the most 

critical biological, chemical and pharmacological assays done in a typical 5 to 7 year drug 

discovery campaign. Assay Depot's innovative marketplace enables academic scientists to access 

drug discovery services that until recently were only available within industry laboratories. 

   
ASINEX is a solution provider that offers unrivalled 

chemistry resources, many years of experience in 

providing discovery chemistry services and an ever 

expanding range of ADMET screening options. ASINEX's 

strength lies in the chemistry of small molecules, strongly 

supported by computational chemistry and biology. With main chemistry expertise in lead 

optimization, ASINEX transfers the knowledge concerning optimization factors into the design 

of new libraries and synthesis of compounds that are suitable for further elaboration at different 

levels. The Bioscreening Department provides feedback concerning what constitutes desirable 

and undesirable properties (solubility, permeability, toxicity, metabolism etc) for small molecule 

compounds, knowledge that is useful for the next generation of libraries. www.asinex.com 

   
CollabRx builds and operates Virtual Biotechs for foundations 

and patients who urgently seek cures for their diseases. 

Working with these foundations and research institutions, 

CollabRx builds teams of top researchers, facilitates planning of 

a strategic road map, brings best practices to therapy development, and manages the execution of 

the plan. The CollabRx research platform connects researchers to one another and to a network 

of scientific services, providing unprecedented opportunities for knowledge sharing and 

economies of scale. www.collabrx.com 

 
Collaborative Drug Discovery (CDD) enables scientists to 

develop new drug candidates for commercial and humanitarian 

markets more effectively. CDD provides customizable, web-

based research informatics tools enabling our Community to 

archive, mine, and collaborate around pre-clinical drug 

discovery chemical and biological information. Our affordable 

solution consolidates disparate chemical and biological data into a single repository suitable for 

public collaborations and secure, private research, plus CDD requires no installation or support 

of your computers and databases. www.collaborativedrug.com 
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CDD Community Support  
 

Dr. Barry Bunin, Founder & President of Collaborative Drug Discovery (CDD) is interested in 

new informatics technologies to help scientists more effectively develop new drug candidates for 

commercial and humanitarian markets.  He is co-author of a new text published by Springer 

titled ―Chemoinformatics: Theory, Practice, and Products‖ that surveys the range of modern drug 

discovery informatics tools.  Prior to CDD, Inc, Dr. Bunin was an Entrepreneur in Residence 

with Eli Lilly & Co where CDD was incubated.  Previously, he was the founding CEO, 

President, & CSO of Libraria.   At Libraria, Dr. Bunin led a team that integrated exhaustive 

reaction capture (synthetic chemistry) with Gene-family wide SAR capture (medicinal 

chemistry).  Barry Bunin was formerly a Senior Scientist at Axys Pharmaceutical Corporation 

(now Celera), where he managed a library synthesis development group and designed patented 

protease inhibitors.  He also synthesized RGD mimics containing unnatural amino acids to 

inhibit GP-IIbIIIa previously while at Genentech Inc.  He was one of the early pioneers in high-

throughput chemistry and previously wrote ―The Combinatorial Index‖, a widely used text on 

high-throughput chemical synthesis.  He received his Ph.D. at University of California at 

Berkeley, where he synthesized and tested the initial 1,4-benzodiazepine libraries with Prof. 

Jonathan Ellman.  He can be reached at bbunin@collaborativedrug.com.  

 

 

Mr. Kellan Gregory, CDD Head of Customer/Community Interests is responsible for customer 

satisfaction.  Kellan works directly with graduate and postdoctoral students to get legacy data 

into the web-based database, train users on how to get the most value from archiving, mining, 

and collaborating in the application, and takes feedback from the community directly back to the 

programmers.  He has that rare combination of technical and personal skills that makes him good 

at this critically important job.  Kellan is the primary contact for customers and community 

members, helping them with questions or requests.  Mr. Gregory has a degree in Chemical 

Engineering from Tufts University.  He can be reached at kgregory@collaborativedrug.com.  

 

Dr. Moses Hohman, CDD Director of Software Development is responsible for the CDD 

technology.  Moses has a strong background in commercial-quality software development with 

industry leader ThoughtWorks, Inc., bioinformatics as associate director of bioinformatics at 

Northwestern University and scientific data integration through his role as an award-nominated 

architecture mentor for the National Cancer Institute‘s Cancer Biomedical Grid (caBIG) project.  

Moses previously developed the Neurogenomics project, an ENU mutagenesis effort that 

screened over 10,000 mice per year through a panel of neurologically-directed assays covering 

seven phenotypic domains. He also developed both an intranet colony and phenotyping 

management system and a public, web-based mutant mouse distribution portal, Neuromice.org. 

His current interest is in building, designing and managing software applications and bio- and 

cheminformatics software development. He has a Ph.D. in physics from the University of 

Chicago, where he worked with Prof. Leo Kadanoff. He graduated magna cum laude in physics 

from Harvard College. He can be reached at moses@collaborativedrug.com.  
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QB3 

The California Institute for Quantitative Biomedical Research (QB3), a cooperative effort among 

three campuses of the University of California and private industry, harnesses the application of 

the quantitative sciences - mathematics, physics, chemistry and engineering - to biomedical 

research.  This long-sought integration allows scientists to attack problems that have been 

unapproachable before; thus setting the stage for fundamental new discoveries, new products and 

new technologies for the benefit of human health. Furthermore, QB3 has been tasked by the 

State to ensure that its innovations reach patients and the marketplace as quickly as 

possible.  Consequently, QB3 is dedicated to promoting translational research, establishing 

effective partnerships with industry, and helping its faculty explore commercial opportunities for 

their discoveries.  QB3 also provides state-of-the-art core research facilities to its investigators 

and the local biotech community, including the Small Molecule Discovery Center, the UCSF 

Nikon Imaging Center , and high-field human magnetic resonance imaging. 
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The J. David Gladstone Institutes 
 

Gladstone is composed of three institutes. The Gladstone Institute of Cardiovascular Disease, 

which opened in 1979, focuses on atherosclerosis and its complications. In 1992, the Gladstone 

Institute of Virology and Immunology was established to study HIV, the causative agent of 

AIDS. The 1993 discovery that apolipoprotein E–long studied at the Gladstone Institute of 

Cardiovascular Disease for its role in heart disease–plays a role in Alzheimer's disease as well 

led to the establishment of the Gladstone Institute of Neurological Disease in 1998.  

The three institutes are located at Gladstone's new research facility adjacent to the Mission Bay 

campus of UCSF. While independent, Gladstone is formally affiliated with UCSF, and 

Gladstone investigators hold university appointments and participate in many university 

activities, including the teaching and training of graduate students.  

Primary research efforts at The J. David Gladstone Institutes focus on three of the most 

important clinical problems of modern times: cardiovascular disease, AIDS, and 

neurodegenerative disorders. Cardiovascular disease, the nation's leading killer, claims the lives 

of over one million Americans each year. Despite more effective treatments, AIDS remains a 

leading cause of death in the United States. Worldwide, more than 40 million people are living 

with HIV/AIDS, and more than 21 million have died as a direct result of HIV infection. 

Alzheimer's disease, the most recent focus of investigation by Gladstone scientists, is the fourth 

leading cause of death in adults, affecting four million Americans. The realization of the impact 

of these diseases on world health infuses Gladstone scientists with a sense of purpose and 

urgency.  

Although autonomous in their areas of specialization, the institutes share a common approach. 

Each institute is organized around research units consisting of scientists, postdoctoral 

researchers, research associates, and students. This structure is designed to accommodate small 

groups of scientists who work together closely but who also benefit from collegial interactions 

with other research groups. Collaborations among staff members with various areas of expertise 

create a stimulating environment that fortifies the scientific lifeblood of the organization.  


